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Using an organisational development approach to improve partnership working at East Midlands SPF

The East Midlands SPF includes regional trade union representatives and HR leads from NHS organisations across the region.

The forum was productive, developing tools and resources and revising its terms of reference. However, there were some issues relating to how meetings were conducted and difficulties reaching shared solutions.

In January 2017, the forum used the partnership behaviours tool to review its effectiveness. The tool asks participants to rate and a comment on issues including: having shared values, walking in each other’s shoes, mutual respect and being solution focussed. Responses were anonymous, which resulted in a full and frank set of results to draw insights.

The average score across all ten questions was 5.8 out of ten, compared to an average for other regional SPFs of approximately seven/eight. The lowest scoring questions were do colleagues walk in each other’s shoes and do we work from shared values?

After discussion in the forum on what to do about the low scores, partners agreed to bring in two organisational development (OD) facilitators, one from UNISON and an employer representative. In November 2017, the OD facilitators repeated the review process, the areas of focus they identified were:

- purpose – common purpose with structure, focus on what the group can do, not what the group can’t, clear commitment to goals, develop a shared workplan and the need to see value in terms of outputs
- involvement – a need to better understand each other’s roles and to connect the work in the forum regionally with work going on locally and nationally
- trust – for all parties to commit to improving trust and honesty.

In March 2018, the OD facilitators took the group through an exercise to support walking in each other’s shoes and it became apparent that they wanted the same things but approached them from different perspectives. Partners explored using self as an instrument from the Nancy Kline work, and used the rounds of freshest thinking approach to explore the purpose of the SPF.

From this evolved the concept of jousting on issues, focusing on building trust on easy to agree issues, and jousting on the more challenging topics. Participants agreed how they wanted to joust, to ensure they didn’t repeat the issues outlined in the two reviews. These
issues included not listening to each other and rushing to solutions before the issues are clearly understood.

**Outcomes**

The OD facilitators had been involved in the design of the agenda of the September 2018 meeting but did not attend the meeting. The chairs wanted to use the learning from the OD intervention to self-manage their meetings.

The agenda was structured with each item posed as a question to answer, using group work. Partners enjoyed a joint networking lunch beforehand and seating was cabaret style to support informality and new ways of working.

At the meeting, participants listened to each other to fully understand the issues, before moving to solutions, and agreed to resolve issues in the meetings rather than transferring them to task and finish groups, leading to protracted timescales.

At the meeting, partners were reminded of the forum’s agreed new ways of working, ie how do we want to joust? focussing on three areas.

1. **Involvement** – active listening, discussion rounds, posing agenda items as a question.
2. **Trust** – developing relationships informally, thinking about individuals not organisations represented, no surprises approach.
3. **Purpose** – regionally focussed, collaborative, aiming to reach a solution.

They were accompanied with a commitment to challenge colleagues who were not behaving in line with the new ways of working.

Since working in this new way, the SPF has:

- agreed its priority work areas for 2019
- developed principals for running meetings
- repeated the partnership behaviours audit with ratings rising by approximately two out of ten points
- structured meetings to focus on one main theme, using a workshop style, with a friendly open approach.

The chairs of the forum reflected on this process and made the following comments:

**Maz Fosh, Director of Workforce and Transformation and Deputy Chief Executive, Lincolnshire Community Health Services NHS Trust** said: ‘It was really great to work together in a different way and everyone was up for trying something different. The OD space which we created enabled us to dispel perceived perceptions and learn where we had commonality and similar views. The sessions were enjoyable and fun, which in turn has helped us build stronger relationships. Meetings are now much more partnership working
and where we have difference of opinion we listen more and now joust in a productive way!

Sheila Marriot, Regional Director, Royal College of Nursing East Midlands Region said: ‘The best part of going through this process is seeing how the relationships between SPF members has improved. The meetings are fun, productive, engaging and lively. I’ve had colleagues saying to me they wished all regional SPFs could be like the East Midlands. The informal networking over lunch and in the breaks means the group is more comfortable to have challenging conversations, and in our terminology “joust” together in a solution-driven way. The relationships have improved, and the outputs have followed suit.’

Janine Brennan, Director of Workforce and Transformation, Northampton General Hospital NHS Trust said: ‘Having each meeting structured more like a workshop, with group work and clarity about the exam question we’re looking to answer for each item, have all made the meetings more productive and engaging. Asking yourself what we’re aiming to get out of discussing something at a meeting focusses the mind. We also find by having fewer more significant discussions at the meetings, we remain focussed on key priorities and outcomes.’

**Top tips**

- Allow time to establish the issues and co-produce a plan for addressing them. The process in the East Midlands SPF took 20 months.
- Internal reviews may not be enough, so consider bringing in external expertise to support the group through the process and contribute an independent view.
- Keep focussed on outcomes.
- Set principals on how the group will work, encourage colleagues to hold each other to account on behaviours.
- Small simple issues such as seating in the room and lunch affect how relationships are built, so consider these too.
- Keeping agenda items focussed on the question you’re trying to address can ensure discussion is focussed and achieves an outcome.
- Task and finish groups can be helpful but can sometimes be unnecessary, slowing down decision making.
- Developing relationships is key to the improvements seen with this approach. Networking and getting to know you time at meetings are key.
- The review and discussion of the Mersey Care NHS Foundation Trust’s work on [developing a just and learning culture](#) had a huge impact on the group’s approach, demonstrating effective ways of managing employee relations cases in a more person-centred way, and in turn how that impacts on the organisation’s culture.

**Further information**

Contact lee.balch@nhsemployers.org
Applying the principles of How do we want to joust? To regional SPF meetings

How do we want to joust? are the principals applied by members of the East Midlands SPF to their meetings. The principles were developed in partnership during a series of organisational development meetings, the aim of the meetings being to establish the barriers that exist to effective partnership working and improve the relationships and outputs of the regional SPF. The principles provide three areas of focus for meetings; purpose, involvement and trust.

Purpose
• Collaborative, developmental and solution focussed.
• Supporting employers to support NHS staff, contributing to better care for NHS patients.
• Regionally focussed on issues affecting employers across the East Midlands with links to national policy priorities as appropriate.

Involvement
• Working in partnership use thinking rounds, walk in each other’s shoes, paired discussions, workshop structure to tackle issues.
• More quality discussions on fewer topics.
• Using a question structure to focus each agenda item, ie what is the question we’re asking on this topic?
• Actively listening to interests, needs and positions from all sides before moving to solutions.
• Using sphere of influence to speak to those who don't attend the SPF.

Trust
• Developing relationships informally over shared lunch and more formally in the meeting through new ways of working with new colleagues.
• Maintaining open communications and a no surprises approach even if there’s no progress on topics.
• Think about the people not the organisations within the meeting.
• Confidentiality – agree in advance if some conversations are within these walls.
• Politely challenge behaviours in the meeting if members aren’t working in the agreed way.

For more information please read their Using an OD approach to improve partnership working at East Midlands SPF case study.
**East Midlands regional SPF meeting**

**Date:** Thursday 9th May 2019  
**Time for main meeting:** 1:30pm – 4:00pm  
**Venue:** Holiday Inn, M1, Junction 25, Bostocks Lane, Sandiacre, Nottingham NG10 5NJ

**Staff side pre-meeting:** 11:00 am – 12:30 pm  
**Networking lunch:** 12:30 pm – 13:30 pm

### A G E N D A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>WHOM</th>
<th>PAPER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introductions and welcome</td>
<td>13:30</td>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Verbal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2  | National SPF visit  
Opportunity for members to hear from Andrew about the work of the national SPF and to feedback on regional SPF issues. Andrew is following our partnership working ambition “How do we want to joust” and our new ways of working with interest. | 13:35  | Andrew Morris, Head of Stakeholder Engagement, DHSC on behalf of national SPF |
| 3  | Reflections on:  
• Our partnership working journey (building on discussion from our last meeting and looking at the results of our recent partnership working audit)  
• Our Midlands & East Annual Partnership Conference (4.4.19) | 14:15  | NHS Employers |
| 4  | Positive working cultures:  
Working in Partnership to influence compassionate casework:  
A group exercise to explore current practice, best practice (what good looks like) and how we can together champion changes to employee relations practice | 14:25  | Chairs – facilitated workshop |
| 5  | Business items:  
• Violence at Work  
• Dying to Work (Cancer at work) | 15:30  | ALL |
| 6  | When we meet on 13 September, we would like to ……… (group to suggest content and format) | 15:45  | ALL |
| 7  | AOB | 15:55  | | |

### FUTURE MEETING DATES

- 13 September
- 6 December

Meeting format, timing and location as today’s.